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Time Machine

FROM the editor

vinyl, ruined adhesives, and embedded sludge
from years of use that at some time turned more
towards neglect. Nothing worked, the floors were
nonexistent, and the brakes had to be completely
disassembled to get it to even move.

Since the first time I laid eyes on my car, I have
seen it as something special. The fact that it has
a story before I assumed custodianship is the intriguing part to me. What was it used for? It only
had 55,000 on the clock. There were blatantly
obvious signs of abandonment. Riddled with
rust in the usual places, it sat in the dirt under a
willow tree just waiting to be unearthed.
It had a cluster of little saplings and one best described as a tree growing through the floor just
in front of the hand brake assembly. It had been
there for a while because it was perfectly formed
to spread the metal like a very slow tearing paper, especially with the amount of rust hanging
on for all it was worth.
The floor on the driver’s side had what looked
to be a newly formed bush. It was sitting there
soaking up the sun due to the lack of metal
throughout the entire floorboard in the foot
well. I’m sure the floor (or lack thereof ) acted
as a funnel to direct all the rain right to the strategically placed chaparral. The paint that was
still on the car was dried and cracking with little
rusty orange bubbles poking through the extremely oxidized white paint. She needed help.
More than I knew. Isn’t it always more than you
think, though?

I worked on that car for quite a while. Facilities
were scarce, time was even more deficient, and
budget was at a minimum. Yet, I always had support. My family, my friends, the club (Iowa British
Car Club) all helped one way or another. I picked
up a little bit all the time. I got onto forums, Facebook pages, local car clubs, etc.
After all the work -the blood, sweat, and tearsthat one moment was worth it. You know what I
mean by that. I couldn’t wait to show those that
supported me what had been created from such
miscellany. I still get that feeling when I drive it.
I am proud to have resurrected an old forgotten
relic sure to meet its demise.
I have added some “drivability” to her with some
modern touches, but she still holds the link for me
to a day when things were fixed and not disposed
of. A time that seemed like forever ago when I
used to play in my babysitter’s E Type that sat in
her garage for years. My Spitfire is a continuation
of that little boy’s journeys throughout the lands of
imagination. There it is. That is the appeal of these
cars for me. It holds a link to the best of times, the
purest of memories. It is my time machine.
If I see you on the road, I’ll be sure to wave.

Shawn

How I acquired it is a story on its own. Maybe
next Editor’s Letter. Here I had this car that the
“normal” person would see as junk. I’m sure
there are plenty reading this that know what I’m
talking about when I say it was beautiful! Sticking my head in, I took in the smell of trashed
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Letters to the editor

Dear Spitfire & GT6 Magazine...
Am I the only one who
FORE
VER
noticed ? In the “Heart
of Gold” episode of
the short-lived television sci-fi series FireUSPS
fly, the protagonist is
using a personal hovering spacecraft which
is a highly modified I have a 1975 and a 1977
Spitfire and would like
Triumph Spitfire.
some help finding someone who would be interJoseph Masters
Bickendorf, Germany ested in buying them. I
have no title for them and
I have been a fan of the they have sat in a garage
show since the begin- for unknown number of
ning, but am very sur- years. Any help appreciprised that got past me. ated as I do not want to
see them sit out in the elThanks Joseph!
ements and I have no gaI’m about to take my rage to store them.
Spitfire onto the continent again for it’s Debby Dykstra
longest run yet. Down Indiana, USA
through France, over
the Pyrenees, into Andorra, then further Debby, you can always
into Spain. Wish me run a classified ad in the
magazine and on the webluck!
site. Details at:
Chris Herridge
www.triumphspitfire.
West Sussex, UK
com
GOOD LUCK
CHRIS!!!
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Great job on the magazine. I’m not new to
Spits but just recently subscribed to your
magazine. I have a '77
Spitfire and getting a
'73 this spring My question: What do you know
about '73 Spitfires with
1500 motors? I’m buying a nice example with
a “rebuilt” motor (single carb) and thought it
must be from a 1975 or
later car. What I have
read says the MKIVs
(1970 to 1974 Spitfires) had the 1296 motor. 15 years ago I had
a '72 Mark IV with the
“1300” motor and twin
carbs. Any suggestions
on who or where I can
get info on 1973 Spitfires would be appreciated. Thanks. Keep up
the good work.
John Gaydos
Poynette, WI

Thanks John! The MKIV
was issued with a 1300
up to 1973 in US and
It is a very specific market 1975 everywhere else.
to find them a home.
triumphspitfire.com
Spitfire & GT6 Magazine & “for enthusiasts, by enthusiasts”

Event News

This section is designed to inform readers of events, news, and announcements involved in our hobby.
Send announcements to: P.O. Box 30806, Knoxville, TN 37930 or info@triumphspitfire.com

Please join the
on Sunday, April 26th, 2015 at our
club's 18th annual all marque British car show and the third
season at Gunston Hall Plantation, the home of American patriot George
Mason, located just south of the Washington, DC, area along the
Potomac River. Enjoy the 2015 driving season with a picnic, a day of
British automobiles, and a complimentary tour of the
historic house and grounds.
There will be participants’ choice
judging as well as food and
merchandise vendors. Past shows
have featured over 200 British
cars registered in 25
classes. The price of show car
registration includes a dash
plaque, a commemorative poster,
and a tour of Gunston Hall. Spectator admission will be at
standard Gunston Hall prices,
which include a tour of the house
and grounds as well as the car
show.
Contact: Matt Schipani,
bog@capitaltriumphregister.com ,
Location:
(202) 596-7638
Gunston Hall Plantation,
10709 Gunston Road
Website:
Lorton, VA 22079
http://capitaltriumphregister.com/
% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % %
Spitfire & G T 6 M a g a z i n e • w w w . T r i u m p h S p i t f i r e . c o m
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little BITS OF SPITS

Howard's Place

Photo courtesy Karl Lucking

Photo Courtesy Tony Panchot

Photo courtesy George Takei FB Page

Photo Courtesy Bob Soave

Once an Editor, always an Editor. Howard
spots all kinds of stuff and sends to me. I think
we will just have to make a section of Weird,
Wacky, and Wonderful for Howard and call it
Howard's Place.
Keep 'em coming Howard!
If you see anything weird, wacky, or wonderful, send them to us!!!
Got something Weird, Wacky or Wonderful?
Send it to info@triumphspitfire.com or P.O. Box 30806, Knoxville, TN 37930

Shotgun
Diesel pusher!
My car is a trailer queen
I hope there are no hills

he
captiotn
s

Yeah good luck pulling that
I think I can I think I can I think I can
Ask your speed shop pros about the differenc
Weber carburetors can make for your car!

little BITS OF SPITS
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Last issue and on TriumphSpitfire.com, we asked readers to send us suggestions
for a caption for the photo to the left. Listed below are some of the responses.

The tail wagging the dog...
And away we gooooo....... And away we gooooo....
And away we gooooo....
Broke everything at once
Bob was determined not to run out of spare parts
when he was preparing to drive to VTR 2014 in
North Carolina!

Next

issue...

It’s a breeze once you get rolling
Maximum pull weight 12,000 tons
For once, losing a front wheel is the least of my
worries
High speed stability may be slightly
compromised
Spit hooked up to back end...gets towed backwards
to VTR
Optimus Prime transformed into a Spitfire. More
than meets the eye

Photo courtesy Chris Steibel

Send your caption suggestions
to info@triumphspitfire.com
or p.o. Box 30806,
Knoxville, TN 37930-0806

back issues
are available

#1

#7

#8

#11 #12 #13

If you put the ball before the axle, it’s called
pushing. After the axle is called pulling. On a
Spitfire, it’s called crushed

And Finally...
When driving your Spitty its best
to bring a proper repair shop

only
$495

#14 #15 #18 #19

each

#20 #22 #24 #25 #26

M A G A Z I N E

#27 #28 #29

All Issues Available on CD or as downloads online.
Find details on our website or call 800-487-3333
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LITTLE BITS OF SPITS

Scale Size

Photo courtesy Stephen Oertwig

Spotted Online

Upper Left: Photo Courtesy of Peter Heary Middle: Photo Courtesy Jeff Foxworthy FB
Left: Photo Courtesy Anthony Dundon Middle: Photo Courtesy Jess Jessop
Above: Photo Courtesy George Takei FB Page
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Vintage ads

Motor Sport Magazine June 1967

Motor Sport Magazine May 1968

back issue
bundle!

M A G A Z I N E
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only
$4995

plus
shipping

#1

20 Printed Back Issues Available
in one bundled shipment. Get
all the issues you've misplaced
for your collection of all things
Triumph. Find details on our
website or call 800-487-3333
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GT 6
M a g alast.
zine • w w w .
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#12
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READER'S RIDES

One of the last eleven to come out of Bristol, this 1971 Triumph Vitesse is owned by Brian and Janice Martin
The original paint and 2 liter engine make this a nice example of what Triumph marketed as the
"Two Seater Beater" in '66 on through the production run until July 1971.

To have your car featured in the next issue and on
the TriumphSpitfire.com website, e-mail us at
info@triumphspitfire.com
or mail to:
P.O. Box 30806, Knoxville, TN 37930 USA
12
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READER'S RIDES

1970 GT6 MK2 in Valencia Blue and tan interior with chrome Weller
wheels owned by Paul Steel for 2 years now.
Photo taken on the site of the old Austin Rover factory in Longbridge
Birmingham (now shops and a college).
This photo was taken in the car
park of the old Birds Custard
Factory in
Digbeth, Birmingham, UK, under
a railway viaduct.
The factory now contains cool retro
and vintage clothing & furniture
shops,
record stores, art galleries and a
few bars.

Spitfire & G T 6 M a g a z i n e & w w w . T r i u m p h S p i t f i r e . c o m
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READER'S RIDES

1970 Spit 6 parked in a field of rye grass at harvest time
in Oregon.
Owned by Ray Lundgren
Albany, Oregon

1974 Spitfire Custom
Owned by Rick and Amy Boler

1970 Spitfire MK3
Owned by Susan Fields
Cedar Rapids, Iowa

1970 GT6+
Owned by Bjarte Helgesen
Steinkeir, Norway

1974 Spitfire 1500
Owned by Wayne Gaumer
Indianola, Iowa

14
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READER'S RIDES

1967 GT6 MK1 owned by Mark Jan Ineke of Adorp, Netherlands
The GT6 body was beyond repair. A Spitfire MK2 was fitted on the GT6 frame. The engine was replaced with a
TR6 2.5 Liter and the Ashley Laminates removeable hard top was restored and installed to get the GT6 feel back.
So it's a GT6 MK1 with a Spitfire MK2 tib and a TR6 engine. A GT6 with power and a removeable top.

To have your car featured in the next issue and on
the TriumphSpitfire.com website, e-mail us at
info@triumphspitfire.com
or mail to:
P.O. Box 30806, Knoxville, TN 37930 USA
Spitfire & G T 6 M a g a z i n e & w w w . T r i u m p h S p i t f i r e . c o m
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READER'S STORY

From: Japan
by Matsuza

wa Shunsu

ke

My Spitfire4 MK1 is great, an original including the engine. I purchased it seven years ago. I
found it three years after I began to look for it.
Japan had few MK1s, and it took time to look
for it.
The engine overhaul was done the year before
last. The 1147cc engine is powerless, but is a very
fun car. Other Spitfire owners' opinion will be
the same as mine.

16
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READER'S STORY

Japanese summer has very high humidity, and a
classic car without air conditioning isn’t driven
any more in the summertime. However, I want
to enjoy driving the Spitfire even in the summer.
I decided to attach an overhauled air-conditioner
from a Suzuki with a blown engine. I used a small
Rover evaporator attached under the dash on the
passenger side. The compressor and condenser is
from the Suzuki 660cc. I tried a Rover condenser,
but it overheated the car’s engine. I changed the
condenser back to the Suzuki and installed a “push
style” electric fan for the condenser and two “pull
style” electric fans for the radiator and it finally
did not overheat. Now that it is winter, I will have
to wait to use it again. %
Spitfire & G T 6 M a g a z i n e & w w w . T r i u m p h S p i t f i r e . c o m
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reader's event

I’m not fluent with English, so I’m using
translation software.
I am glad to tell Triumph owners of the
world that there are Triumphs in Japan.
In Japan, Triumph is minority. There is
a yearly event for Lotus and MG, however, there has never been a Triumph
event in Japan. Therefore, I planned to
hold a Triumph Meeting in Japan with
friends of mine in Sagamiko Lake in
Kanagawa, Japan. We started planning
a year ahead of time. I gave notice in a
car magazine and blog, but was uneasy
how many Triumphs would attend because it was the first event.
80 Triumphs gathered and it was great!
All the Triumph people were very
friendly and enjoyed the gathering. We
were glad to have them.

18
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READER's event
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READER'S event

2nd Triumph Meeting
in Japan

20

2014
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READER'S event

The “2nd Triumph
Meeting in Japan” was
planned by my friends
and I to meet other
Triumph owners in Japan
that could not attend the
first Triumph Meet. Since
MG and Lotus owners
had an annual event, we
wanted another event
for Triumph as well. The
location was changed to
Hamanako Lake in
Shizuoka, Japan.
There were half the
amount of Triumphs from
the first Triumph Meet,
but there were still 45
Triumphs. That was a
good amount.
We made tshirts for the
helpers and staff.
Posters were made and
offered for sale. The dash
plaques made of brass
were great and everyone
was very pleased. We
met friends and everyone
had fun showing off the
cars.
A third Triumph Meeting
is in demand and will be
considered in the future.&

Spitfire & G T 6 M a g a z i n e & w w w . T r i u m p h S p i t f i r e . c o m
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Projects
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Richard Morgan's
Spitfire MK3 restoration
South Wales, UK
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projects

Russell and Jordan Pierce of
Macon, Georgia
and their Macau tribute car.
We've been following their
progress and they seem to be
coming along nicely.
Their self appointed deadline
is May 14th, where they will
debut their project in front of
Kas Kastner and the
Friends of Triumph.
See you at Summit Point!
Spitfire & G T 6 M a g a z i n e & w w w . T r i u m p h S p i t f i r e . c o m
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Projects

Finally Realizing an

I guess this story starts a while back….in
the late 1960s, to be exact. I was in my
last year or two of high school in Montreal and a friend and I became involved
as crew with a guy racing a Mini. We had
always had an interest in things structural
and mechanical and kept our friends and
neighbours amused with our projects.
We built a boat trailer to tow his Sailfish
behind our bikes (pedal, not motor), salvaged a sunken barge, built hydroplanes
and other stuff to keep ourselves occupied.
In the early days of racing the Mini, we
flat towed it to the track using the driver’s
TR3, not an ideal situation but one dictated by economics. Later we got a trailer
and progressively improved the Mini and
eventually trailered a fully race prepared
Cooper S to the track. The owner of
the race car worked for a local Leyland
Dealer and traded his TR3 for one of the
first GT6s to arrive in Montreal. This was
during the summer of 1966. As the “junior” member of the team, I got the job
of picking up the driver’s girlfriend and
taking her shopping for the supplies we
would need for the race weekend. This
was done in his brand new GT6. I loved
driving that car and always figured that I
would have one of my own. I went through
a series of questionable cars while I was
at college. Sunbeam Alpine, Datsun SPL
310, Minis; 850, modified 1100 and a 998
Cooper but never got my GT6. I did buy
a Cooper S race car though, and raced
it for several years. That dictated going
to a station wagon as a tow car. Home
ownership and a family, along with boat
ownership and other distractions held up
the GT6 dream.
After a move to the west coast 21 years
ago, the dream of owning a GT6 was rekindled as the climate here is much easier on cars, especially old English cars!
I looked at several GT6s most of which
had serious issues and were, I thought
at the time, overly expensive. As far as I
know, all of these cars sold and have disappeared from the area as I have never
seen any of them since. I currently know
of two cars on the road, both modified
with V8 engines installed – one a Rover
3500 and the other a Ford 351. There are
3 others, all owned by the same guy and
in various states of decay and one other
write off good for parts only.
Then there’s mine. 1969 GT6+, Commission # KC76299L, paint code 17, Damson, condition – awful!
24

A story by
Malcolm
MacKenzie

Old Dream

I bought her September 28, 1996 not
knowing then that the project would go
on (and off) for well over 10 years. The
car was in bad shape, to say the least.
The engine was not running and actually had parts missing, the pedal boxes
were seized, the interior trashed, driver’s door and tail gate windows broken
and the body very badly rusted. The
extent of which I only discovered after ripping out the carpet. The original
idea was to get it running, rivet some
patches in the floor and drive it, but that
plan was soon found to be unreasonable due to the condition of, well, everything.
At this point, I was working in the driveway as the garage was being used for
other things. I started stripping things
down and did small jobs like rebuilding

the pedal boxes, instruments, and other
components which I then packed away
in boxes awaiting a sound body shell to
mount them in. Years went by and I accumulated parts as they were on sale for
the eventual rebuilding of the body. Up
until 2001, the car sat in the driveway but
in the fall of that year, I rented a garage
next door to the house and figured that
this would be the starting point of serious
work. Then along came “The Pickle”, my
1976 Spit 1500, Java Green, christened
“The Pickle” by my wife and daughter who
were amused by the color. The Spit was
a runner so all my efforts went into her for
some time but at least the GT6 was under cover and not rusting further – if that
was possible! In 2007, I built a new dry,
heated shop at home and moved both
cars into it, this was to be the start of the
GT6 restoration.
I dug all the accumulated parts out of the
attic and started to cut large chunks of
body out of the car. I then frustrated myself by trying to learn to MIG weld on the
job. I ended up burning bigger holes than
I was trying to patch! At this point, my
Daughter put me in touch with a friend
of hers who is a car guy and wanting to
qualify himself as a ticketed welder at the
local college. He agreed to help me and
I covered a lot of the cost of his course in

Spitfire & GT6 Magazine & “for enthusiasts, by enthusiasts”

Projects
return. He did two semesters, single night
classes. We worked during the day, and
single day classes when we worked evenings. By the time we started on the body,
I had removed the tub from the chassis
and started the repairs on it, so body and
chassis progressed simultaneously.
The chassis was sand blasted and found
only to need repair in two small areas.
Front bumper mount and one side front
outrigger. Damage was minimal resulting
from rusting where two layers of metal
were sandwiched trapping moisture between them. Repairs included reinforcing inside the box section and welding in
a patch to replace the rusted section of
the chassis. We were able to salvage the
existing bumper bracket and outrigger.
Two coats each of primer and gloss black
finished off the chassis. The entire frame
was then built up including all suspension, brakes, fuel and brake lines – ready
to receive the repaired tub.
While the chassis work was being done, I
was learning to weld, guided by my young
helper. We cut out massive chunks of
bodywork and replaced them, mostly with
panels I had stockpiled during the early
stages of the project. Panels replaced include floors both sides, floor cross pieces,
inner, middle and outer sills, left hand “A”
post, inner rear wheel wells, upper rear
shock mounts, rear valence, rear fenders,
door skins, battery box and front valence.
In addition we fabricated repair sections
for the right hand “A” post, trunk floor, inner rear fenders, box section across the
rear axles, and differential and firewall at
the end closures for the sills. We were
able to salvage the entire bonnet section but it had been deformed so badly
through several accidents, it took hours
of fitting, manipulating, cutting and welding to get it to fit properly. At this point,
my wife commented that she could finally
“see my vision”, this made all the work
worthwhile as up to this point I was alone
in the “vision” and sometimes wondering
if I was doing the right thing!
The engine had been totally disassembled and sent to the machine shop for
evaluation. The block was bored +.020,
surprisingly it was standard bore. The
crank was turned .010 to clean it up but
the cam had suffered damage to the rear
journal. The dreaded low oil flow problem. Both cam and block were damaged
so the block was line bored and TR6 cam
bearings installed, a slightly warmer cam
was also installed. I had a problem getting the head off. One of the studs was
seized in the head casting, so we ended
up turning the whole head to remove the
stud from the block. The machine shop
had to press the stud out of the head. Reassembly included new pistons, rings,
bearings, oil pump, fuel pump, valves,

springs and guides. All wear components are new.
I also bought a rebuilt gear box with overdrive so using the existing bell housing, a
new clutch, pressure plate, and release
bearing were installed and the assembly
mated to the engine. The engine and
gear box was then installed in the chassis along with the drive shaft – shortened
to accommodate the overdrive - and all
new “U” joints. The chassis was ready to
receive the body.
The body went out for sandblasting and
paint in the original Damson. Blasting revealed some areas needing minor repair
but nothing too major and the finishing
process involved many hours of sanding, priming, filling, sanding and sanding
again before the paint was applied. I’m
really happy with the finish, the shop did
a great job. I was worried about transporting the painted tub and lifting it to
mount on the chassis so I took the chas-
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sis to the paint shop and they mounted
it for me using a new body mount kit
and some of the original thick aluminum spacers which don’t seem to be
available any more.
Once back in my shop, the headliner
was installed along with the glass and
all the door internals. A complete new
wiring harness was used along with a
new walnut dash board that received
the instruments I had repaired so many
years before. Pedal boxes were also
mounted and new master cylinders
installed and piped up. One modification I did make was to remove the old
mechanical accelerator linkage and go
to a cable type using a Spitfire pedal
assembly, Mark III GT6 cable and fabricating a linkage at the carburettor end
to accept the cable. My Spitfire, parked
right beside the GT6, was a convenient
model to locate the firewall hole for the
cable and the mountings for the pedal
assembly. Throughout the entire rebuild
process, new grade 8 fasteners were
used except for some areas, like inside
the doors, where it seemed that stainless steel might be a better choice.
This is how the car sits at this time. Yet
to be completed is the seat upholstery
(about half done), carpets (also about
half done), filling all the fluids and
bleeding the brakes, along with fixing
the inevitable leaks! Also, the suspension mountings have to be torqued.
Now the weight of the car is on the
wheels. I’m looking forward to the first
running of the engine as this would
seem to signal the end of the project is
near. I approach this with a bit of concern, I’m worried about the cam timing.
Both gears, chain, and cam are new so
there were no timing marks to go by. I
did follow the cam instructions and use
a dial indicator for crank position so all
should be OK…. I hope!
We have a large All British Meet here
in Victoria, British Columbia every September and this year’s Honored Mark
is Triumph, that’s where I’m hoping
to debut the GT6. Back in September ’96, I made a promise to the car
that she would be on the road again, it
seems fitting that she will be unveiled
in September this year. When I made
that promise I didn’t visualize such an
extensive restoration but now that I’m
almost there, I’m really glad that I took
this route…what a great feeling of accomplishment! &
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Steve
Knoll
On:
Track Transports then and now

Pics courtesy of Tony Adamowicz
and Steve Knoll

I have had the pleasure of listening to stories of
a time in racing when the aroma was different,
the audience was captivated, the innocence was
still intact. Along with that came the birth of
numerous exhibits seen today that are accepted
as natural environment. Things like sponsorship
banners, tents, and t-shirts. But what about the
haulers?

Photo courtesy of Tony A2Z Adamowicz Archives

The transport vehicles were different than what
you see today. Today offers up elaborate parades
with bright colors, big numbers, and branding
speckled accross the flanks of a 53 foot mechanical wonder towed by a Freightliner Semi
pushing 300 horse power with all the amenities
inside.

First off, let's introduce Steve Knoll. He and I
have had some talks about racing in the "old
days" and there has always been a withstanding
disclaimer that has gone along with it.

But it used to be different. Before the “business”
of racing turned to elaborate haulers with rolling billboard capabilities, there was a dawning
of a new time. Someone started the “business”
side of racing, but some mastered it…

That's fair enough. He also adds in a little bit,
for introductory purposes.

This is an interview with Steve Knoll, who was
(in his words) “A kid that ran away with the
circus.” He got to see the celebrations of dominance, the blazing of new trails still followed today, the establishment of a race team and their
pivot towards becoming an entrenched company in the racing world. A company that would
change most everything.
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"My memory from those days is very fuzzy &
that’s a lot at one bite."

You’d be amazed at how little sticks with me
from all those years ago, but I’ll resist the urge
to be creative, so some of the answers might
be pretty boring in truth & some I could answer truthfully with the ever-gripping “I don’t
know”
On the other hand if I remember something
mildly interesting I might throw it in to suit.
To wit:
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Photos courtesy of Group 44 Inc Archives and press releases

-You told me of how you met Bob Tullius. Can
you elaborate on this?
- Mike Stuntz, my high school chum & I, freshly minted driver’s licenses in pocket, attended
our first race; the 1966 Marlboro 12 Hour
Trans Am. Group 44 Inc. won it in their Dodge
Dart. It didn’t take us long to find our way to
the garage & we poked around as kids will. BoB
was great, answering our stupid questions, true
gentleman that he is.
Mike & I had our first real job, at a car wash;
you know paychecks, W2s & all. We looked
around & allowed as they might, could use
some help keeping cars & such tidy, after all we
were professionals! That was the right thing to
say to BoB Tullius who got a good belly laugh
out of it. After that we spent pretty much all of
our non-school time at the garage. (BoB did
make us get notes from our parents)
- So he gave you a job based on that? Good stuff.
What years did you work with Group 44 Inc?
- That was at the end of the 1966 season. I stayed
on thru the end of the 1969 season. Mike left
for a season, 1968, & returned in 1969 & some
years beyond. I should mention, our buddy
Don Breslauer who was happy to get a promotion from gofer 1st class to something closer to

mechanic with our arrival. Don has been one of
the Lime Rock gang ever since he left Group 44
Inc. with Tony "A2Z" Adamowicz at the end of
the 1967 season to go off and win a Trans Am
Championship in a 911 Porsche in 1968. He
has an outstanding reputation having restored
Cunninghams, Scarabs & more.
- What was your position?
- Gofer. Barge toter, bale lifter & punkinizer. I
was just a dumb kid run away with the circus.
Worm’s eye view.
- What was it like to be a part of such an iconic
team? Did you even realize that history was being made?
- It was a golden era & things were far simpler.
The team was small, but made a big impression.
BoB stresses the Inc, in Group 44 Inc. (tip if
you interview him) He was out to build a professional racing team second to none. I would
guess that Vince Lombardi’s Green Bay Packers
would have been the model.
- How are things different in the racing world
now as opposed to then?
- Black & white vs. color: The world is a vastly
different place.
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- Can you tell us a little about the process of transporting the cars? How many cars? What kind? What was
the track transport? Any significant stories of the vehicle
that took the race cars from track to track? The Quaker
State sponsor?
- Group 44 Inc. had the only transporter other than
Shelby in ’66 to my knowledge, but with four cars,
given the number of bodies & tow vehicles available,
it was the only way that made sense. Falls Church, VA
was home base & we raced most every week.
The original tractor was a gas powered International
200. In 1969 the tractor was upgraded to a diesel International Transtar, a big improvement. The trailer was
high; the cars were loaded & unloaded using a ramp
system. A B-29 bomb hoist was used to raise the cars
on top. We carried a fuel tank & some spares, but no
spare motors, as there wasn’t the budget. Fortunately
engine failures were very rare, thanks to Brian Fuerstenau.
Load & unload routine Friday afternoon (prime gofer
job). Normally we would travel at night in two vehicles,
the transporter & a chase car. Set up at the track. “First
in line at tech with cars ready to race”. By the way, this
is how I know “Rubber Soul” is a great album. We had
about three 8-track tapes, one of which was RS. Must
have listened to it a zillion times & still love it.
Race weekend was usually pretty easy, as the hard work
& late hours in the garage paid off. Check lists, minor
adjustments, punkinizing. Usually…
Load up, drive home; unload, scrub down, polish up &
put the cars up on stands while Brian makes the week’s
maintenance plan for each car. Go home catch a few
hours sleep, then back to the shop. Repeat as necessary.
Normally we would transport four cars; the lineup varied. In 1966 & 1967 it was the Dart, a Lotus Cortina,
a TR4A IRS, and a Spitfire Mk 2.
Without a Trans Am contract, the lineup changed to
all Triumph in 1968 with a TR250 (really a TR5), a
TR4 (from a junk yard), a new Spitfire Mk 3 & the old
Spitfire Mk 2: Two National Championships, one 2nd,
and one 3rd.
1969: the TR250 turns into a TR6 with a body swap,
the junkyard TR4 (a National Champion, thankyouverymuch) is retained, as is the Spitfire Mk 3 (also a
defending National Champion). A GT6+ is added &
BoB Krokus continued to run the Mk 2, though he
28
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maintained & transported it independently.
I feel like I’m rambling a bit, but there are a lot of parts
to this question…
BoB was a Kodak salesman & Dick an ad executive, so
both are fine pitchmen. Between them they worked up
a proposal for the transporter & presented it to Quaker
State. They were very much ahead of their time in that
regard for that pre-power point era.
There are lots of dimly remembered transporter stories,
but you’d best get the one about Tony A2Z trying to
chase down a car that had fired a shot thru the window.
I wasn’t there for that one, but do recall wondering
what happened to the window.
- You have a few stories of Brian Fuerstenau. Were you
close? Can you tell us a story or two?
- Brian was a very cool guy: a nerd’s nerd & also a
fine driver. He had a quiet confidence & pride born
of achievement. He was deeply respected by all as a
racecar builder, a driver, and as a man. Jaguar annually
honors the top Jaguar tech in North America with the
Brian Fuerstenau Trophy.
In a test session, working out the TR250’s fuel injection, Brian donned a helmet & dived into the passenger compartment with a set of vacuum gauges while
BoB wheeled the thing around Marlboro. Telemetry,
1960’s style.
I remember his low-key sense of humor that you needed to listen for. Once, passing a Spitfire with WAY too
much camber he quietly remarked “some’s good, more’s
better, too much is just enough”. He had a little plaque
on his workbench that said “if you get it right the second time, you’re just about average”.
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- What was your favorite track or facility? What was
considered to be your home track?

Photos courtesy of Group 44 Inc and Delaware Valley Triumph Archives

- Marlboro Speedway in the DC “suburb” of Upper
Marlboro, MD was our home track. We raced out of
the Washington D.C. Region in the Northeast Division.
Our “big time” home track was Watkins Glen where
we raced two or three times a year. Both were favorites
for different reasons. Elkhart Lake’s June Sprints were
always a highlight of the season.
- Group 44 Inc. had some great drivers, obviously. Was
there one driver that stood out or were they all that
good?

- What were some note worthy names of that time?
- Bob Sharp, Bruce Jennings, Dr. Dick Thompson,
Mark Donohue, Jerry Titus, Milt Minter, Scooter
Patrick, Lee Mueller come to mind right away. Many
more, of course. To an earlier question, there were far
fewer series then, so everyone raced SCCA Nationals at
some point.
- Did Group 44 Inc. have an ongoing rival with a particular team or driver?
- #1 Bob Sharp Racing Datsuns. Group 44 Inc. ran
against them in two or three classes every week. Both
were factory efforts, everyone National Champions &
such.
Hank Thorpe fielded Midgets in two classes with Jerry
Truitt driving, cars that were fully competitive with
Huffaker’s at the runoffs. Jerry (also a National Champion) drove for Group 44 Inc. later.

- Well, the roster of drivers that have raced for the
Group is impressive indeed, & I never saw many of the
best-known drive for Group 44 Inc. Hurley Haywood,
Brian Redman are just the beginning of a long list,
most of them members of the prestigious RRDC.
During my tenure nearly all the drivers were National
Champions, most multiple times. BoB & Tony Adamowicz achieved the greatest professional success of
any of the fine drivers that got behind the wheel of a
Group 44 Inc. car of that era.
Besides BoB & Tony, Brian Fuerstenau (three time
National Champion), John Kelly (five time National
Champion), Mike Downs (National Champion) & Bob
Krokus all had a lot of success. Also John McComb
(two time National Champion) drove the TR250 or
TR6 once in the Midwest several years before he joined
the team sometime in the 1970s.

Brock Racing Enterprises: Works Datsuns: Bob Sharp’s
west coast counterpart. We would only run against
them at the runoffs, or maybe at the June Sprints at
Elkhart Lake.

Photos courtesy of Group 44 Inc Archives
and Press Releases

Shelby Racing: Toyota 2000 effort. Huge bucks factory
effort in 1968. Ambushed ‘em in the Midwest someplace.
West Coast Porsche Distributors?: F1 Ace Richie Ginther, team manager, worked Porsches with Alan Johnson & Milt Minter.
Kas’s Triumph Competition Department was on “our
side” but we were friendly rivals despite both racing
works Triumphs. There were numerous other Triumph
contenders, notably Buzz Marcus, Dick Stockton &
others that we ran against.
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- There was some great engineering and mechanical
genius behind some of the Group 44 Inc. accomplishments, there had to be. Were there any breakthroughs
in racing technology accredited to Group 44 Inc? Any
driving skills that were apparent to make the success
possible?
- That’s tough, as I was just a dumb kid. I once saw an
aerospace ad: It was a superb black & white photo of a
perfect crystal ball. “Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication”. I think that sums it up for me, Brian’s cars
were extremely well thought out & executed. Brian
built great motors without a dyno. I don’t think his
goal was maximum output; though they put out. Total
performance was his objective, I think. In any event the
cars handled, stopped, went like stink & rarely broke.
In 1968 & 1969 Group 44 Inc’s winning average was
about 70%.
The sexiest technology was the fuel injected TR250/
TR6 which was my favorite Group 44 Inc. Triumph,
especially in the TR250 body. Brian did a lot of development work on it & it worked & sounded great. At the
end of the day, Brian’s extremely professional & skillful
approach to car preparation was his greatest strength.
Three time National Champion, he understood the car
as a driver as well as a crew chief.

- Does anyone have any cool Steve Knoll stories? If so,
what would they be about?
- I’ve repressed most of them… then there was my glorious one day competition career in Tony A2Z’s old
Lotus Cortina Trans Am car. It was part of a cunning
marketing plan that was underwhelming. Colin Chapman did not come calling.
- You had your name on the side of a door as well. Can
you elaborate on that?
- There’s a photo floating around of me behind the
wheel of the transporter that I think you are referring
to. Pete Luongo, noted for his period Trans Am photos, took the shot for fun at VIR in 1968 in a series of
photos for Quaker State. People sometimes infer that I
was the crew chief or something. I’ve been to a number
of vintage races with Peter in recent years & we have a
tradition of me posing with famous transporters.
In fact we were a very small team then with no Trans
Am contract: crew chief Roy Wade left at the end of
the 1967 season as did Tony A2Z, Don Breslauer, Mike
Stuntz & Bobby McQuail, I think. Anyway every one

- I believe the great stories need to be told. Do
you have any cool stories that racers even in
the present day could relate to? Significant
rule changes, amazing overtakes, camaraderie between drivers and crews, traditions used
today, anything like that?
- I’m a terrible storyteller, but the camaraderie was something quite different than you
see today. I think it was a wonderful part of
the whole deal. My favorite watering hole is
the Seneca Lodge at Watkins Glen; not to be
missed.
- I know there were some good Bob Tullius
stories. Any you want to share?
Lanky Foushee's were far better, the whole
Paul Newman practical joke war was pretty
amusing, but that was after my time. Also it’s
long, but it involves BoB having Paul Newman arrested by the Georgia Highway Patrol
for “impersonating an actor” & Paul’s revenge. BoB’s intensity is well known, his terrific sense of humor less so.
-

Photo courtesy of Peter Luongo
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on the team was a driver, so I was the only one without
a name on anything. BoB had my name painted where
Roy’s had been which blew me away. I never had a class
A license or drove the truck. Normally I’d switch off
driving duties in the chase car or ride shotgun in the
tractor.
- There are always good times at the top. Were there any
times that stood out as bad times? If so, how was that
handled by the crew?
- Lanky Foushee & I were swapping disaster stories at
the Mitty a couple years ago. Lanky, who worked on
Air Force 1 in the service, said he thought BoB was the
best he ever knew at handling the bad stuff. He can
exhibit a temper, but it passes. If it’s really bad, he has
a way of letting his head hang down, eyes closed, with
that Clark Gable jaw resting on his chest & going dead
silent. You can almost hear him repeating to himself
“I’m not going to kill him, I’m not going to kill him”.
Personally, I think BoB’s biggest problem with most
mistakes is repletion; failure to learn the lesson.
- Do you still talk with any of the old crew members or
others from racing of those times? If so who?
- Brian & John Kelly are both gone, though I saw both
near the end of their lives. I’ve seen others at vintage
race meetings. These days I chat with Don Breslauer,
Russel Tullius & Pete Luongo. I reconnected with Tony
A2Z some years back & we’ve gone to a many vintage
events. I’ve seen BoB several times in recent years, most
notably at the Mitty, when Group 44 Inc. was honored
(that’s pure BoB, honor the team, not the individual)
& at Monterey when Jaguar was featured & Group 44
Inc. GTP cars finished 1-2 in the featured race.
- Do you still watch racing? If so, what kind?
- I’ve been a credentialed photographer at Mazda Raceway Laguna Seca, Sonoma Raceway regularly & many
others occasionally, for many years for my currently inactive website. (there is a facebook page for laprecord.
com tho). I’m also a plank-holder & minister of propaganda for Escuderia California, which has had great
success beating exotic iron with farm implements in the
top vintage racing events in the country for over a decade now. I’ve recently moved to Virginia & won’t have
a TV, so at the moment I’m pretty out of the loop.

- How did your Group 44 Inc. days affect who you
are now? What is the best thing you take from those
times?
- Who knows really, but it’s strange that despite
the decades & my spear-carrier role, it still means
a great deal to me. As much as I loved the cars &
the adventure of it, the best thing about racing for
me, has been the people you meet along the way.
BoB certainly is the very model of a leader. His approach to building an organization & going racing to win has affected me in ways I’m sure I’m not
even aware of. And honor. BoB, fierce competitor
that he is, always behaves honorably & expected it
of his organization.
On behalf of Spitfire & GT6 Magazine and the
many readers, I thank you for the time and effort
involved in this undertaking. I love to hear the old
stories, but more importantly, I love to have them
be heard.
It has been quite the pleasure to talk with you as
many times as we have. I think it is great that here I
am, the "dumb kid run away with the circus" (this
magazine in sorts) and I have all of these questions.
You always answer them graciously and intently. For
that, I feel privileged to call you a friend and cherish your input. It allows us readers a small glimpse
of the life and times of racing during a whole different era. I walk away from this with a smile and
insight. It is an honor. Thanks Steve Knoll!
Well, there you have it. A small glimpse into the past
when racing was a whole different world. Some say
it was a time when racing was simpler, more pure.
I just know that we got a couple good stories out of
the whole thing. We get to see the ultimate transport (in my opinion) that started a marketting
frenzy in all forms of motor sports. Stories of a team
that changed racing as we know it today. Thanks
Steve!%

- Do you have a favorite driver of the present? If so, who
would it be?
- Anyone who says “Just leave me alone, I know what I
am doing” is my kind of guy…
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The Kastner Cup is an annual race
of Triumphs and Triumph-powered
vintage race cars. The Friends of
Triumph are expecting an attendance of 35-45 Triumph entrants
with special guests and speakers
including Kas Kastner. The Kastner Cup 2015 will be a feature race
during the Jefferson 500 vintage
race weekend organized by Vintage Racer Group at Summit Point
Motorsports Park in Summit Point,
West Virginia May 14-17, 2015 (expecting 200+ entrants with Grand
Marshal Brian Redman). Triumphs
will be the featured marque at the
Jefferson 500. There will be regional car club participation
with touring laps, drives, and car
shows. There is convenient access to camping, go-karts, historic sights, country roads, hotel
lodging, restaurants, and something for everyone.
Spitfire & G T 6 M a g a z i n e & w w w . T r i u m p h S p i t f i r e . c o m
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Southern British Car Club's

Salute to the Beatles

For the past 22 years, the Southern British Car Club has held their
big show in the Fall to show off the
beauty of the mountainous area and
the unique cars we all love. This year,
as it has so many times in the past,
the activities took place at the Chattanooga Choo-Choo in downtown
Chattanooga, TN. The event has always been not only a great car show
but a three day event full of vintage
car oriented activities.

Cove
rage

by
B
o
b
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south

Friday starts at the Track 29 facility with the friendly registration and
then a themed and informal dinner
in the evening. A very reasonably
priced and delicious roast beef dinner was followed by the Mid-South
Concert Band and their “Salute to
the Beatles”. Good food, good music,
good times.
Saturday started bright and early
with one of the nice considerations
of the show - the car washing station set up for those who drove their
treasures to the show and picked up
a little grime on the way. Then the
four hour show began with the placement of cars into over 25 classes. As
could be expected, MGBs, MGAs,
TR6s, and big Healeys proliferated,
but one of the consistent surprises of
this show is the number of seldom
seen cars that appear. How ‘bout
a Sunbeam Rapier, a Nash Metropolitan, and an MG Midget that is
actually vintage raced. Perhaps the
best was not one but TWO Reliant
Scimitars. John Rigby brought his
1973 GTC roadster AND his 1980
GT-E estate wagon. Both beautiful
and well presented. Triumph’s little
sports car may not have been out in
great quantity, but those that were
there were high quality. Shiny paint,
sparkling chrome, friendly faces, and
easy conversation were very evident.
After the show portion of the schedule was completed, a large number of
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cars embarked on the always popular
tour led by Club members who seek
out over the previous year mountain
roads they think the sports car crowd
would enjoy driving. The drivers experienced not only the great roads
selected to exercise their sports cars,
but the views and smells of the fall
foliage in the mountains just starting
to change colors. This year we cruised
the Suck Creek and Signal Mountain
areas to the enjoyment of all. Can
you say mini-Tail of the Dragon?
After a pleasant afternoon, both cars
and drivers were able to rest until
the “formal” dinner in the Imperial
Ballroom of the Choo-Choo. Sounds
impressive, but was actually quite relaxed and friendly. Awards were presented, stories told, and plans made
for next year.
Sunday was another crisp and clear
day and began with the coffee and
pastries available as a send-off for
those departing participants who
were returning home across town,
over the mountains, or down the Interstate.
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ON THE TRACK

Sports Car Road Racing
Returns to Thompson Speedway

Northeastern Connecticut is designated as a National Heritage
Corridor and called “The Last
Green Valley” in the East Coast's
urban sprawl. The area has retained its historic pastures,
woodlands, field stone walls, and
early American village greens.
It's also promoted as “Connecticut’s Quiet Corner” and attracts
visitors to its many country
inns, antique shops, hiking
trails and vineyards. But on
the weekend of June 27-29, 2014,
Thompson, Connecticut was far
from quiet, and most of the visitors were fans of vintage sports
car racing. The event was the
grand reopening of the historic road course at the Thompson
Speedway Motorsports Park.
Auto racing at Thompson began
in the early 1940s when John Hoenig constructed a 5/8 mile paved
oval for jalopy and midget racing. The newly formed Sports Car
Club of America began racing on
the oval shortly after World War
II ended. A dedicated road course
for sports cars incorporating a
portion of the oval opened in
38
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1952.
From 1952 through the
mid-1970s the road course had
three different configurations
and hosted many SCCA regional
and national races and even a
pro Formula 5000 race in 1969.
Participants over the years
comprised a veritable who'swho of mid-20th century American sports car racing such as
Carroll Shelby, Briggs Cunningham, Chuck Daigh, Lance
Reventlow, Walt Hansgen, Denise McCluggage, Mark Donohue, Sam Posey, Bob Sharpe and
Paul Newman. The track has a
rich road racing history.

In 1978 the road course was decommissioned, although the oval
remained in operation and stock
car racing continued. With the
recent resurgence of road racing
in America, in 2012 track management (still the Hoenig family) began making plans to reopen the road course. The new
layout would still incorporate
a portion of the oval as well as
sections of the previous road
circuits, but several new corners were added.
Construction
began in the summer of 2013 and
the revived and repaved track
was ready in the spring of 2014.

Mike Harmuth of Poughkeepsie, New York

Kevin Gosselin of Fairfield, Connecticut
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David Gussack of Armonk, New York

There were three Spitfires and
a GT6 in action for the inaugural event June 27-29, sanctioned jointly by the Vintage
Racing Group (VRG) and the Vintage Sports Car Club of America
(VSCCA). The Spitfires participated in VRG’s Group 1 for small
bore production sports cars and
sports racers under 1500cc. The
GT6 participated in VRG’s Group
2 for medium bore production
sports cars.
Mike Harmuth of Poughkeepsie,
NY, raced his red ’63 Spitfire no.7.
(See Spitfire & GT6 magazine issue #41, pages 22-23 for more on
this car). This car was one of the
first Spitfires imported into the
USA and has been a race car since
new, having been originally
constructed by Charlie Rainville in Providence, RI. It was
raced in the 1970s by Dave Belden
among others. Mike is running
a Mk3 1296cc engine and had a
good dice with a very hot Fiat
Abarth 1000TC during Saturday's
qualifying race. Mike qualified
18th for Sunday's feature race
and finished 10th.
Kevin Gosselin of Fairfield, CT,
raced his Wedgewood Blue Spitfire no.901. Kevin is running
a 1296cc engine with dual Weber
side draught carbs. He purchased
the car from a vintage race dealer in Connecticut a couple years
ago. The entire rear section of
the body was replaced last year
after a track day crash at Lime
Rock, and that's when the car was
repainted Wedgewood Blue, Kevin’s favorite Triumph color. It
had originally been green, but
the extensive body work provided a good opportunity to change
the color. He has nicknamed his
car “Future Barn Find.” Kevin
qualified 7th for Sunday's feature race and finished 3rd.
Dave Gussack from Armonk, NY,
showed up at Thompson with his
white Spitfire no.88. Dave purchased this car as a turnkey
race car a couple years ago and
has been making incremental
improvements since. He qualified 11th for Sunday’s feature
race, but experienced mechanical problems with the car dur-

Paul King of Dudley, Massachusettes

ing
Saturday's
qualifying
race and was unable to make it
to the grid on Sunday.
Paul King of Dudley, MA, raced
his yellow 1972 GT6 Mk3 no.19.
Paul is an official with the
Vintage Racing Group and was a
co-chairman of the event, so in
addition to sorting and racing
the car, he had his hands full
all weekend with administration and managing the event.
Despite that, Paul and his GT6
ran strong all weekend consistently finishing near the top
of Friday and Saturday's preliminary races and finished
4th in Sunday's feature race.
Hopefully plans are underway for another jointly sanctioned vintage race by VRG and
VSCCA for the last weekend in
June, 2015. Vintage race fans
in Southern New England look
forward to it. &
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tech talk

the

Mike

Mechanic
Forget about all the reasons why something may not work. You only need to
find one good reason why it will.

Rear Road Spring replacement
A common problem with Spitfires is that
their rear springs wear out, resulting in the
classic negative camber of the rear wheels.
Not only does this look a bit awkward, it
also compromises handling. If you let it go
long enough, one or more leaves can crack
or snap resulting in a safety issue. It becomes hard to keep the car in control as
you have a variable spring rate and it is
far from progressive.
So what to do? The obvious remedy is to
replace the spring. I finally decided to replace the spring in my 1978 Spitfire, Rocketdog. After several hard autocross seasons,
and over 62,000 miles in 4 and a half years
(of a total of 115,000) it was time. My rear
wheels had the classic negative camber, and
my handling seemed off. As in, the car was
requiring many quick corrections when at
an autocross. The cause was soon evident.
Let me digress for a moment here. The
interesting thing about any car is that the
suspension, tires, and brakes all wear out
gradually. So we compensate and never
seem to really notice. Things may seem not
as crisp, but they aren’t horrible, right?
Right? Maybe not so much.
When I finally got a new rear spring from
British Parts Northwest, I took everything
to my shop, Brit Garage. For once, I’d be
working on my own car. I’m glad what I
found was on my own car.
To remove the rear spring, jack up the rear
of the car and place it on jack stands (chock
the front wheels, safety is no accident), remove the rear wheels, and unbolt the rear
suspension uprights from the rear spring.
You may need to use some penetrating oil
to get the nuts and bolts free. Once the
spring is free of the uprights, head inside
the car.
Remove the rear cockpit panel via the 6
screws, then remove the differential access
panel. If you’re careful, you can save the
tacky seal on the edge of the panel for reuse. Now, you must remove the differential
studs to remove the spring. If you are lucky,
the studs will come out when you try to remove the nuts at their tops. If not, then use
the two nut method; use a second nut tightened on top of the original one, then use the
original to wrench on.
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Now you have
the studs out, the
spring is free, just
take your time actually getting it out
of the car. Having
a helper with this
can make it easier,
but it isn’t terribly
difficult solo either.
The biggest issue is
that the retaining
bands get caught
on the diff or the
brake drum lips.
But just take your
time, and sometimes you need to
twist or lift in a
counter-intuitive
way.
Once the spring
is out, you need to
remove the center
retaining cage, as
I refer to it. The retaining bolt goes through a sleeve, and you
really need it, so don’t lose it. Once you have
that removed, the retaining cage just lifts
off. Transfer it to the new spring, as well
as the base plate. Remember, the base plate
goes between the first and second leaves of
the spring at the bottom of the spring.
Torque down the retainer cage bolt then
the spring is ready to reinstall. Remember
to remove the shipping retaining band,
also. Reinstallation is, as we are all too
aware “the reverse of disassembly.” Due to
the spring being new with more arch to it,
there will be more effort, twisting, and wiggling required to get it into position. Once
there, simply bolt it all back together.
Once back on the ground, the wheels may
exhibit some positive camber, but after
about half a mile, my experience has been
that these springs settle in. The difference
in ride, stability and control is night and
day.
So, I alluded to what I found on my car.
As you can see in the pictures, one leaf had
entirely split. So my spring would load
up, then the halves of the leaf would slide

around, suddenly lessening my spring rate.
That meant wicked oversteer at unexpected
times. This past autocross season, I spun
out more times than the previous 6 or seven
seasons I had competed in. I like to think it
made me an improved driver from having
to fight the car, but that’s a fight none of
us want.

Tech Tips by
Mike Jankowski
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Tech talk

voltmeter and oil pressure gauges

One thing I have always lamented about the
Triumph Spitfire was the lack of a voltmeter
and oil pressure gauge. Worse was that I never saw an installation that was aesthetically
pleasing to me. Sure, I could buy any number
of aftermarket gauges, but I really wanted
something to look as factory as possible. So
that ruled out anything but TR6 gauges. I set
to work finding some, and once procured I
decided to recondition them.
This simply involves cleaning, replacing the
lens gaskets, and polishing the glass and bezels. To remove the bezel you need to pry the
little tabs slightly away from the gauge lip,
then rotate the bezel to where the tabs line
up with the notches in the gauge lip. Now
there may be resistance, especially if the rubber gasket has rotted and bonded to the bezel
and gauge. (HOW does that happen? It defies physics.) Just be gentle and apply steady
pressure.
Once off, you can clean the inside of the lens,
bezel, and the gauge face itself. Take your
time, for you’ll be looking at these gauges for
a long time. When you put the gauges back
together, take your time to get the gasket
aligned properly. Also, once the bezel is in
position and rotated, make sure to press the
tabs back down. This ensures a good seal to
keep grime and most moisture out.
The next task is to figure out where and how
to mount the gauges. I decided to simply fill
where the radio would be on my car. So I cut
some flat stock with a plasma cutter, and also
roughed out the gauge holes with it. After
some work with a grinder, I basically had it
done. Well, except how to install it and make
it look good.
I wanted it to look as close to a factory install as possible. So, first I decided that the
mount would have to mount behind the dash
support. I had drilled two holes to utilize the
back of the console’s top mounting bolts at the
bottom of the dashboard frame. So mounting
was taken care of. What about the aesthetics?

Fortunately, there happens to be a small
but useful collection of parts at the Brit Garage. Between the few street cars I work on
and several racing Spitfires in my charge, I
found an extra dash support. This one was
slated for a race car, meaning it was going
to bare metal. I tore off the vinyl trim, and
laid out a piece big enough for my needs.
Then I let it sit under a book for several
weeks (I had been planning and designing
this for months, all so you won’t have to
take as much time. You’re welcome.) Once
flattened, it was ready for installation.
I spray painted the plate with rust inhibiting primer and semi-gloss auto black to
make sure it wouldn’t corrode. When that
dried two days later I sprayed 3M auto upholstery adhesive all over the vinyl and the
plate. Take your time with this, because the
last thing you want is a wrinkle anywhere.
It helps to do it in the sun so the vinyl is a
bit more flexible, also. I again put weight
on the back of the plate and walked away
for a few days.
When I returned, I punched a hole
through the vinyl for the mounting bolt
holes, as well as the gauges. Now, I wanted
the vinyl to wrap through the gauge openings so it would dampen vibration as well
as hold them in place better. From the hole
I punched for each gauge, I cut with a utility knife in four directions, creating darts of
the vinyl. Then I worked the gauges through
and put their retaining clips on.
Finally, it was time to wire it all in, and
that was the easy part. The voltmeter was
wired to the radio circuit. This way, whenever I shut the car off, the voltmeter is off
as well. No need for a parasitic drain. The
gauge lights were wired into the headlight/
parking light circuit, so they light when the
parking or headlights are on. The final,
and most crucial part of this install is the
oil pressure gauge.
Running the copper line was challenging,
fun, and frustrating. I ran the line from
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the back of the gauge through the wiring harness opening in the firewall. I left large coils
behind the dash, then made some small coils
by the engine block. I also got a 1/8” NPT
threaded T adaptor so I could retain the stock
pressure warning light.
After all was good I started the car and
looked for oil leaks. It had none initially. I
did keep a wrench on the passenger floor for
the first few drives, and it came in handy. The
oil line to the back of the gauge needed to be
tightened a few times before there was no oil
seeping by the fitting. Now it’s had a thousand
miles or so, as well as an autocross and no
issues.
The only drawback is the oil pressure gauge
is blocked by the shifter if I’m in 3rd gear.
However, that is only a small amount of time
while driving. Overall it looks good, is functional, and is an easy project. I took my time
as it wasn’t essential to operation. Lastly, the
voltmeter goes to 15 volts. I have a GM alternator, and it seems to usually produce about
15 or more volts, which places the needle
right at the edge of the red. Goes to show how
anemic the stock alternators were, doesn’t it?
Take your time and enjoy the process, the results will be much better that way.
If I were to do this for a Brit Garage customer, I’d probably charge a good $400 for the
labor alone. Anyone can do it with patience.

Mike the
Mechanic
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And Finally

My Dream Come True
by Leon Guyot

Back in June, 1984 I decided that my Herald Convertible was beginning to deteriorate, and since I liked
that car a very great deal, I was wondering exactly
what I should do about it. Initially I decided to start
collecting body sections such as bulkhead, rear body
shell, chassis, bonnet, and doors with a view to restoring them in easy stages prior to stripping my Herald
down to the chassis and replacing them, however, the
best laid plans of mice and men sometimes go awry. By
November, 1985 I had managed to collect a fair selection of parts, which were scattered around our house
and garden and I realized that they were beginning to
amount to a complete car. It was at this point that I
decided that I might as well build it up as a six cylinder
car, ie: a Vitesse. I suspect I may have been influenced
by my Vitesse owning friends in my local area of the
Triumph Sports Six Club.
So, during November, 1985 I set off in my 1967
Herald 1200 estate to collect a 1971 2 Litre MK2
Vitesse engine from a club member who had just put
a Triumph 2500 saloon engine in his Vitesse, in the
mistaken belief that it was a better engine! Despite the
dubious cross-ply tyres my father and I made it home
with the engine.
Next I bought a Triumph 2500TC J-type Overdrive
gearbox, collected in the boot of my 1967 Herald Convertible, still in need of restoration! At this time, I was
running my Herald with a rare 8-port 1200 cylinderhead and twin Weber Carbs. I was impressed with the
power they delivered and decided to run the Vitesse
with triple Weber Carbs.
In March, 1986 I bought a 1963 Vitesse 6 bonnet section, a registration document, and brand new
front valance section from the same scrapped car, (it
was scrapped because of terminal chassis main rail rot.
Holes so big you could get your fist through them). As
I had no experience of welding, and nowhere to carry
out such work, I spent some time buying and selling
body sections to get the best rust-free sections to use as
a basis for the car. My theory being that it was worth
the effort to get good parts rather than trying to repair
poor ones because at that time there were very few decent repair sections available for these cars. Obtaining
these sections, doing whatever restoration work was required, and getting the rolling body shell to the paint
shop took me until November 1990.
This may sound like a long time, but in the meantime, (Sept, 1988-May, 1989) I finally had to do some
serious restoration work on my increasingly down-atheel Herald Convertible or risk losing it!
Whilst all this was going on, I was not standing still,
as very many visits to autojumbles, in those days laden
with Triumph parts, sadly no more!, unearthed many
new parts for both my Triumphs.
In January, 1987 the Vitesse engine was rebuilt for
the first time and I was obliged to use a GT6-3 cylinder head as the original was cracked in between the cylinders. It was expertly & beautifully gas-flowed by an
octogenarian engineer as his final job before he retired.
It must have taken him hours and hours.
As I had a custom made green-tinted windscreen in
my Herald, I had a set of green side windows made
at Coventry safety glass to match. I had the gearbox
rebuilt in Coventry using a close-ratio Dolomite
Sprint gear set, a TR6 input shaft, and shorter Volvo
end flange. The slave cylinder was Dolomite Sprint and
the master, TR6. The overdrive was recalibrated. I obtained a Quaif Limited-Slip Differential with a ratio
of 3.63:1.
A friend of mine had fitted a pair of 1977 Daimler
Sovereign/Jaguar XJ6 front seats in his Vitesse and I
was so impressed by the comfort and fit, (better than
original Vitesse seats in both respects) I decided to follow suit and obtained a pair from a Daimler in the
scrapyard. On the same visit, I bought a pair of Triumph 1300 FWD Saloon wooden door cappings in
excellent condition as they also fit the Vitesse/Herald
doors. They have 3 screw holes instead of two.
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New steering rack, alternator, starter motor, brake
servo, radiator, Koni Dampers, A.P.Racing front brake
calipers with ventilated front brake discs, all new brake
parts, and springs were piling up around the house.
A written off Vitesse MK2 Convertible yielded a complete set of original unmarked vinyl interior trim.
October, 1990 and the wishbone style rear suspension was finally rebuilt, substituting bearing races for
the troublesome nylon bushes and steel bushes within
the rear vertical links and wishbones. Stainless steel
grease nipples also found a home in the wishbones.
By January, 1991 my BL USA S2 ‘Kas Kastner’
Camshaft had finally arrived and fitted in place of the
previous Kent Camshaft. By March, 1991 the three
month old cellulose paint had started to crack, react,
and fall off in large chunks. This was a major setback
as you might imagine and the painter, a well-regarded
Triumph Specialist, said that if I brought the car back
to him, he would correct it! However, by now, I had
had enough and decided that there was no way that
I was going to let him or any of his staff near my car
again and nor would I take him to court as suggested
by many people. A good friend of mine had tried to
sue another ‘Stag specialist’ paint shop over similarly
shoddy paintwork on his Spitfire, despite RAC reports
on the poor standards etc. The result after six years of
litigation? My friend was another £6000 poorer, his car
was six years rustier, the specialist no worse off, and the
lawyers £6000 richer! So, not for me.
So I decided to forget the paint problem for the time
being and carry on by concentrating on improving
my financial position and collecting all those increasingly difficult to find little bits and pieces unique to the
Vitesse, and oh boy, there were plenty of them. New
radiator grille, anodized aluminium bumper sections,
original ‘brass’ badges, rather than the nasty ‘mezak’
items, lamps, front over-riders, rear over-riders, stainless steel trim, wooden dashboard, original Vitesse
wire spoke steering wheel,(not the same as the Spitfire
Mk.3) a really good hood frame, etc.
It was around this time that after a lot of detective
work, I finally managed to track down a Mike-ThePipe tubular exhaust manifold, similar to that found
on racing TR6 PI’s, but designed to fit with triple Weber carbs.
Then, I sold my rare Herald 1200 8-port cylinder
head to a Dutchman so he could build his beautiful Le
Mans Spitfire replica and enter it in the historic race
series. By now, it was so rare, it could command quite a
price and I used the money to buy a complete stainless
steel full sports exhaust system with micropolished 2
inch tail pipes, a German Mohair hood a la Mercedes
Benz, and a set of five eyecatching Dunlop chromed
wire wheels of 5.5 inch width.

In March, 1993 I bought a very rare SAH alloy rocker
cover and an alloy engine back plate and during 1994
we fitted a custom made wiring loom and 12-fuse fuse
box, (originally a Stag item which in common with
many Lucas fuse boxes, melted, and was replaced with
a Bosch/Hella item).
We also fitted Kunifer Brake pipes throughout with all
brass connections to avoid the corrosion which so loves
brake systems.
1995 was a slow year, probably because I was distracted by the supercharger conversion on my Herald
1200, but I did have the radiator triple cored to race
specification and had a shorter gear lever made up by
crossing a TR6 with a GT6 lever.
November, 1995 spurred me on as cars over 25 years
old were exempt from paying the £130/annum road
tax! So, in December, 1995 I handed the car over to
a professional company to complete my project to
my exact specifications and to their credit, they did a
very thorough job indeed. They were not particularly
cheap, although on reflection, if I had taken my car to
them in the first place, it would most probably have
been completed for half the total cost to me.
They mounted the rear of the gearbox correctly. They
discovered the steering rack to be faulty, replaced it,
discovered that the engine would not turn over and after removing/stripping it found the crankshaft to have
been poorly reground. I had it reground again, rebuilt
the engine again, correcting a few minor errors such as
one main bearing bolt being too short! They also fitted the carbs, starter motor, radiator, and fuel pumps,
(twin Jaguar S.U.pumps which I had converted to
solid state infra-red switching) the twin fuel tanks a la
the rally Heralds or the rally Mini Coopers.
1st April, 1996 was the 23rd Anniversary of my car’s
date of first registration, less than five miles away from
the workshop. It was also the day that the engine was
fired up for the very first time, at 4.24pm!
By May, 1996 my finances were wilting to say the
least and I was obliged to take out my first bank loan
just to complete the project. This was because we had
now reached the point where we decided that there
was no alternative but for my car to be stripped and
resprayed again, this time in hardwearing two-pack
acrylic. Shortly thereafter, it went off to a local paint
shop which was the Mercedes workshop I had been
using for 25 years. By Mid-July, 1996 we were collecting the main part of the car which was put into storage
until the bonnet and other parts were completed and
reunited with it. However, due to a series
of misfortunes which befell the staff at the paint shop,
(out of the three of them, one broke his ankle, one
broke his wrist and the boss? He only had one arm
anyway after a bad motorcycle accident in his youth), if
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I hadn’t seen them, I wouldn’t have believed it either!
Months passed and in mid-October, 1996 re-assembly commenced. I insisted that the windscreen was fitted by a professional as I had cracked the corner of the
first green laminated windscreen myself whilst fitting
it. This was because it was an old ‘thick’ screen and I
was trying to fit the stainless steel trim piece from an
early Herald around it and it wasn’t as flexible as the
plastic one! Needless to say, green laminated screens
for Vitesse are not thick on the ground, but somehow
I found one in Finland, bought it at a wholesale/staff
price and had it delivered to me without breaking it! (It
helps if the President of the Triumph Club of Finland
works for the glass company I suppose)
We fitted the 185 x 60 Avon tyres to the chromed
wire wheels and they looked fabulous on the signal
red car. Unfortunately, my Mohair hood had shrunk
during five years storage in the bedroom and I had to
hang it out in the garden for five weeks to get soaked
and stretch under its own weight. That exercise broke
three washing lines. Even folded double! My wooden
door cappings, varnished by my father and I, were
deemed not to be of a good enough standard for what
was becoming such a fine looking classic automobile
and to the end of November, 1996 they went off to be
refinished by a Bentley refinisher. Not to be seen again
until July, 1997.
Next, the starter motor failed. This being the third
unit fitted. The first being the original non-pre-engaged
Vitesse unit. The second being a brand new Triumph
2000 saloon motor (too big), and the third a pre-engaged Vauxhall Ventura unit (not strong enough).
After a little panic and contacting friends in Triumph
clubs around the world, I found that the American TR
race boys use a re-geared Toyota starter motor which
fits with the big tubular manifold and using my new
email facility, I ordered one which arrived from Ohio
in two days!!! Now that’s service.
4th April, 1997 I started up my Vitesse myself for
the very first time. A psychological boost if nothing
else! Next, they tried to tune up the Weber carbs using jet data I had gleaned over several years of asking
pertinent questions about what jets to fit! This took an
extremely long time but was not their fault as I found
later.
The car was taken to the tracking station and all the
suspension settings set for the first time. So now all the
wheels at least pointed in the same direction!
14th April, 1997 and it passed its first MOT test with

just eight miles on the certificate. Shortly thereafter we
found that the tyres were rubbing on the wheel arch
lips and despite our best attempts to ‘adjust’ the lips,
we were forced to change the tyres for 175 x 70 Dunlop Indias.
15th April, 1997 I was taken for my first ever ride in
my NEW Triumph! A great feeling after so many years
and problems.
16th April, 1997 my insurance came through and on
18th April, 1997 I drove my car out of the workshop,
down the dusty farm track, and out onto the public
highway for the very first time at 4.30pm.
A period of cleaning, cleaning, and cleaning followed.
Attending to a host of minor jobs, replacing faulty
headlight bullet connectors, that Lucas fuse box came
with hot glass fuses for the Bosch/Hella box with cool
ceramic fuses, tracing and stopping minor fuel leaks. I
got the car’s first ever (free) Tax Disc. (It felt like a real
step forward) I had the Mohair hood professionally fitted at an excellent local trimmer that I’d used before.
I drove the car up to the Newton Commercial factory
in Leiston, Suffolk where their chief trimmer custom
fitted one of their excellent steam molded carpet sets.
The only ones in the world that truly fit these cars.
Thereafter, I had problems with the electric fan
switch failing and the Jaguar fuel pumps constantly
suffering from the most severe air locks due to the fact
that they are designed to work with Jaguar fuel tanks
on the same level as the pumps, and cannot work with
Vitesse tanks, where they must draw the fuel via a long
swan-necked pipe/hose assembly.
This took some time to determine and once diagnosed,
we fitted a pair of Facet Red-Top electric pumps and
there have been no further problems since.
10th May, 1997 and we had a 6 bottle champagne
send off at the TSSC South of England Meet where I
finally got to unleash my car on an unsuspecting Triumph Club.
23rd May, 1997 and I set off to Holland for the car’s
first ever overseas trip to the inaugural Standard Triumph European Rally where I cleaned and polished,
polished and cleaned until it almost outshone the sun
itself!
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It was all finally worth the effort as I walked away from
that show with one of the major trophies. A big silver
cup for the best Vitesse of the day! Since then, my Vitesse has appeared in ‘Classics’ magazine in a five page
colour article and is due to appear in the next issue of
Triumph World, due out in January 1998.
More work is yet to be done but there is no particular rush. Just steady improvements over a period of
time with the car being carefully stored over the harsh
winter months to keep it in pristine condition for next
year’s sunny days.
L F Guyot &
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clASSIFIED ADS
CARS FOR SALE
Kas Kastner's Triumph
Preparation Handbook
New Edition "E-Book"
Autographed CD
$24.50
1972 GT6
Unraced track car, modified into road car ProBuilt torque engine, 10 to 1 roller rockers, TR6
Transmission, roll bar, fuel cell, custom wood
dash board, and more!
Mechanic owned 15 years, garaged, no rust.
Great condition featured in Spitfire & GT6
magazine issue #47.
James 650-558-8739 jamesjhip@aol.com

$10,000

These and other books
written by
R.W. Kas Kastner
available online at

Kas Kastner's Historical
Kas Kastner's Triumph
& Technical Guide for
Preparation Handbook
Triumph Cars
New Edition
New Edition "E-Book"
"E-Book"
Download
Download
www.kaskastner.com
$17.95
$17.95

#################################
1979 Spitfire 1500
70K miles, runs, solid body and
and chassis, no major rust.
Weber carb. Clear Kentucky title.
Will email pics.
$3000 OBO
Dennis Gawronski 606-886-0249
degawronski@aol.com

##########
1961 Triumph Herald
Convertible

Signal Red, Gray and White interior, black top
White gauges on black dash. Late 948/early
R00 body with 12/50 engine. Runs well
$6000 OBO

1964 Spitfire4 MK1
47K miles
removeable hardtop
new soft top
new uninstalled carpet
new uninstalled roundtail panel
very good mechanically
carbs need work
many books, parts, and misc.
$2500 OBO
Located in lower Illinois
email the magazine for contact info

Look for these
and other Triumph
DVDs online at

shawn@triumphspitfire.com

triumphdvd.co.uk
or

Bill 803-834-5527
elgincot@verizon.net

the-vintage-racer.com

Place Classified Ads

Classified Ads are affordable: $10 for up to 40 words, add a
photo for $10 more. Reach more serious buyers in print.
Submit your add online:
http://www.triumphspitfire.com/ads
By mail:
Send your ad (& Photo) with payment to:
Spitfire Classified Ads
PO Box 30806
Knoxville, TN, USA 37930
By phone:
Call 865-690-4941
Ads limited to Triumphs & Triumph parts/accessories.
HURRY! Space is limited, first received, first posted!
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YOUR AD HERE

Don't miss your opportunity
to sell off your parts car
or parts and turn them into
CASH.
Classified ads reach Triumph
enthusiasts looking for cars &
parts that you have to spare.
Place your ad today.
www.triumphspitfire.com/ads

%
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AUTOJUMBLE
Triumph Spitfire Hat
$17.50

Perfect for keeping the sun out of your
eyes on those top down days. Tan with
red, white, and black embroidery.

www.triumphspitfire.com
Triumph Spitfire Polo Shirt
$27.50

50% cotton, 50% polyester gunmetal gray
with red, white, and black embroidery.
Available in M, L, XL, and 2XL

Reusable silicone
gaskets for most
British cars.
Others available as
well.

Doing for Ford Trucks what
Spitfire & GT6 Magazine
does for Triumphs!

From the publishers of
Spitfire & GT6 Magazine:
True Blue Trucks
and Bronco Driver
magazines

2009 F-100
Supernationals
Good Humor
Trucks...
Delivering
Memories

True Blue Trucks • Issue #1

$4.95/Canada US • $6.95 Mexico/AU
www.TrueBlueTrucks.com

Reader’s Stories | Tech Features | Event Coverage

For more information,
call 800-487-3333
or visit

TrueBlueTrucks.com
BroncoDriver.com

Subscribe Today!
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AUTOJUMBLE
AUTOJUMBLE
AUTOJUMBLE

Reach
international
Triumph
enthusiast...
Reach
anan
international
Triumph
enthusiast...
Autojumble!
Advertise
in
the
Spitfire
&
GT6
Magazine
Advertise in the Spitfire & GT6 Magazine Autojumble!
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get ads
ads on
on TriumphSpitfire.com,
AndAnd
trytry
ourourpackage
TriumphSpitfire.com,one
of
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highest
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one of the highest Triumph traffic siteson
onthe
theweb!
web!
call:
DBMM

1-865-690-4941
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Hood Cone Uprated w/ Hardware
TR250, TR6, GT6, Spitfire
Part number: 612962UR
$4.95
Brake Rotor Set Dimpled and Slotted
GT6
Part number: 213227DLR
$90.00
Clutch Master Cylinder
Spitfire/GT6
Part number: GMC205
$45.81
Monza Exhaust System
Spitfire 67-80
Part number: 88-1284
$393.44
Alternator New 65 Amp
Spitfire 73-80, TR6, MGB
Part number: 14029HD
$99.00

